Birds Air Names Lore Literature British
bird-lore of the eastern cape province - gathered birds for me, supplying the native names, as far as they
knew them, for the specimens they brought. ... lightning is produced by this bird rushing through the air to
deposit its eggs in the ground. when a place is struck by lightning, the native ... 4 bird-lore of the eastern cape
province huts and, settling on a garden post, had ... cranes of the world: 8. cranes in myth and legend like the greek letter lambda, allows the birds to cut the air more readily, while during high winds they tend to
fly in the form of a half-moon. when set upon by eagles, the birds were believed to assume the shape of a ring,
or ... cranes in myth and legend . names in estonian folk astronomy – from ‘bird ... - indeks - names in
estonian folk astronomy – from ‘bird’s way’ to ‘milky way’ andres kuperjanov this article offers an overview of
the different names for the milky way and the accompanying beliefs and myths, based on the mate-rial in the
estonian folklore archives. astronomically speaking, the milky way is a big stellar system – a galaxy. external
anatomy - university of illinois - lore. the lore is the lateral area of the head between the front of the eyes
and the base of the bill. supercilium and superciliary line . the supercilium is a line of feathers immediately
above the eye. it is distinctly colored in many birds (especially sparrows, family emberizidae) and is called the
superciliary line. eye ring. module # 2 - component # 1 - wildlifecampus - module # 2 - component # 1
birds - african folklore ... a creature that is a friend to the air, friend to the land and friend to the water. this is
the ingonyi - the freest of the free, the fattener, the fertiliser. ... but in african lore, it is the lilac-breasted roller.
american woodcock - in - american woodcock photo courtesy of usfw service introduction the american
woodcock (scolopax minor) is a migratory game bird that is popular with both hunters and bird watchers. the
birds range is roughly the eastern ½ of the united states. widely sought by gentlemen hunters in the northeast
over a century ago, it was almost ... ancient lore ... bird watching - bird feeder plans & materials - bird
watching is a sport that has been around for years. in fact, today, bird watching is the second fastest growing
... into new country and enables you to take in all the fresh air . 5 and impressive scenery that you can hold.
most important, ... about birds' names, but also about their songs, their behavior, and how they relate to the
rest ... common name: sweet acacia scientific name: minuta, acacia ... - centuries in the literature of
early fork-lore even during aristotle’s time. ... this period the graceful birds spend much of their day in the air,
dashing and wheeling through the sky gathering insects. ... often fed in mid-air by their parents. the swedish
naturalist carolus linnaeus, named the “father of biological . taxonomy ... winter birds about washington,
d. c., 1916-1917 - winter birds about washington, d. c. 183 winter birds about washington, d. c., 1916-1917.
... *names are in alphabetical order; responsibility for the list is equal. 184 the wilson bulletin-no. 101 ... seen
as it flew past high in air, and later was followed and lo’cated in a clump of virginia pines. later the same day
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